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Key Points:8

• The density of Venus’ extended oxygen corona varies almost by factor a of six of9

magnitude during a solar cycle.10

• Venus’ extended oxygen corona was observed by the Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO)11

only at solar maximum conditions.12

• Kinetic modeling reproduces PVO observations of Venus’ ”hot” oxygen corona when13

forward scattering of the energetic oxygen atoms is employed.14

• The strong dependence of the oxygen density in the corona from solar conditions15

suggested by results of our modeling is consistent with the non-detection of the16

oxygen corona from Venus Express conducted at solar minimum consitions.17
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Abstract18

Due to Venus not having a substantial planetary magnetic field the fast-flowing solar wind19

plasma can propagate to regions close to the planet. Therefore, thermal atomic oxygen20

in the thermosphere, hot oxygen in the corona, and the resulting pickup oxygen ions are21

essential for determining the overall interaction of the planet with plasma of the ambi-22

ent solar wind. To investigate this complex system, we have initiated a project where23

a combination of Venus Thermosphere General Circulation Model (VTGCM) and Adap-24

tive Mesh Particle Simulator (AMPS) codes are used to determine the variability of the25

”hot” O corona depending on the solar conditions.26

Here we present the results of modeling Venus’ oxygen corona using the VTGCM27

ionosphere/thermosphere and AMPS kinetic particle models. VTGCM produces a self-28

consistent calculation of the thermosphere/ionosphere, providing the spatial distributions29

of the dominant species. That is further used in AMPS’ modeling of Venus’ exosphere30

(1) to specify the source of the newly created hot O atoms produced by dissociative re-31

combination of O+
2 ions and (2) to account for thermalization of these energetic oxygen32

atoms as they propagate in the upper thermosphere.33

The altitude distribution of hot O calculated for the solar maximum conditions agree34

well with Pioneer Venus Orbiter observations of the oxygen corona. The modeling that35

we have performed for the solar minimum conditions indicates a decrease of the oxygen36

density in the corona by almost a factor of six compared to that at solar maximum. That37

is consistent with the non-detection of the oxygen corona from Venus Express. As ex-38

pected, the solar moderate case is between the solar maximum and minimum cases.39

Plain Language Summary40

Here we present an investigation of the variability of Venus’ extended oxygen corona.41

For that, we employ a combination of fluid modeling for simulating Venus’ ionosphere42

and thermosphere and kinetic modeling of the source and transport of energetic hot O43

atoms in the thermosphere. We have found a good agreement of the model results with44

the Pioneer Venus Orbiter observations of the ”hot” O corona. We also found that the45

oxygen density strongly depends on solar conditions and varies by a factor of six over46

a solar cycle. That explains why the extended oxygen corona was observed only at the47

solar maximum. The result presented in this paper will be a part of a later study of the48

planet’s interaction with the ambient solar wind, where the corona model would be used49

to calculate the mass loading coefficient.50

1 Introduction51

Venus’ extended oxygen corona is in non-equilibrium conditions. Hence, quanti-52

tative characterization of the ”hot” O population in the corona can only be done based53

on kinetic modeling. We have employed this approach in the work presented in this pa-54

per. One of the first attempts to apply kinetic simulations to study Venus’ corona was55

made by Nagy et al. (1981), who had produced 1D models for the hot atomic coronae56

based on a two-stream calculation and Liouville’s equation. Hodges and Tinsley (1986)57

generated a Monte Carlo particle trajectory model for the hot H corona of Venus, a method58

that developed finally into 3D Monte Carlo trajectory models for O and C in Venus and59

Mars (Hodges, 2000). An example of recent kinetic modeling efforts can be found in, e.g.,60

Gröller et al. (2012).61

Here we present the first results of a 3D hot O corona calculation and its variation62

with solar activity based on the detailed physics and chemistry of the thermosphere and63

ionosphere. The presented modeling is performed using a combination of a fluid-type Venus’64

ionosphere/thermosphere model (VTGCM) and kinetic model AMPS. In this study, we65
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have used AMPS to simulate the source and transport of the energetic hot O account-66

ing for their thermalization in the thermosphere. The paper presents both the model re-67

sults and comparison with PVO observations of Venus’ hot O corona.68

Kinetic modeling of Venus exosphere and corona presented in this paper is based69

on our previous modeling work of Mars’ extended oxygen corona. Despite the much lower70

surface pressure and two times larger heliocentric distance for Mars than Venus, CO271

dominates their lower atmospheres, and both planets have surprisingly similar thermo-72

spheres and ionospheres. In addition, they both lack a dominant global dipole magnetic73

field in shaping the interaction of the solar wind with the planet. As such, the produc-74

tion mechanism of the two exospheres is also similar. Because of its larger mass, Venus’75

corona does not contribute to substantial mass loss, while escape of Mars’ hot O corona76

is thought to be the biggest contributor to mass loss (Y. Lee, Combi, Tenishev, Bougher,77

& Lillis, 2015; Valeille, Tenishev, et al., 2009; Valeille, Combi, et al., 2009; Fox & Hac,78

2009; Lillis et al., 2015; Cravens et al., 2017).79

In future work, this hot O corona and the self-consistent thermal O distribution80

of the thermosphere/ionosphere model will be used to investigate the interaction of the81

solar wind with Venus.82

2 Venus’ upper atmosphere and corona83

Venus’ exosphere, thermosphere and ionosphere have been studied based on space-84

craft observations for many years, since the Soviet Venera and US Mariner eras, during85

the nearly 14-year Pioneer Venus mission, and up to the present time with the Venus Ex-86

press mission (S. W. Bougher et al., 1997; Schubert et al., 2007; Gérard et al., 2017).87

Most of our current knowledge of Venus’ upper atmosphere and corona comes from88

measurements made by in-situ and remote sensing experiments on the Pioneer Venus Or-89

biter (PVO) from December 1978 to October 1992. The ”hot” O corona was observed90

with an ultraviolet spectrometer (UVS) onboard PVO by measuring the OI resonance91

triplet near 1304 Å(Nagy et al., 1981). Based on these observations Nagy et al. (1981)92

had derived the density of ”hot” O population on the order of 104 cm−3 at the altitude93

range 400− 800 km.94

PVO had also performed observations of Venus’ ionosphere. Mainly, the data rel-95

evant to Venus’ ionosphere was obtained with the orbiter radio occultation experiment96

(ORO), the Ion Mass Spectrometer (OIMS), the Retarding Potential Analyzer (ORPA),97

and the Langmuir Probe (OETP) (e.g., Brace et al., 1980; Taylor et al., 1980; Knudsen98

et al., 1980). Most recently, the VEx Radio Science (VeRA) experiment returned many99

electron density profiles using the radio occultation technique (e.g., Pätzold et al., 2007).100

The ”hot” O density estimation derived from the PVO/UVS data was not confirmed101

by later observations. SPICAV and ASPERA-4 onboard Venus Express had sufficient102

sensitivity to detect the ”hot” O population if the density of this population is of the103

order that was derived from the PVO data (Bertaux et al., 2007; Galli et al., 2008). How-104

ever, ”hot” oxygen was not detected above the instrument threshold neither by SPICAV105

or ASPERA-4 (Lichtenegger et al., 2009).106

This ’first-order’ picture of Venus’ upper atmosphere winds has been gleaned from107

a number of remote and in-situ datasets collected at the planet. A thorough examina-108

tion of Pioneer Venus Orbiter (PVO) neutral density (e.g., CO2, O, He, and H) and tem-109

perature distributions above ∼130 km, as well as ultraviolet (UV) NO nightglow and110

O dayglow distributions, has been used to constrain general circulation model simula-111

tions, from which SS-AS and RSZ wind magnitudes can be extracted (see reviews by S. Bougher112

et al. (2006)). In addition, visible and infrared O2 nightglow distributions from Venera113

9 and 10, Galileo, PVO, and the ground, along with minor species distributions (espe-114
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cially CO) have also been used to constrain upper mesospheric wind patterns (80-110115

km) (e.g., Schubert et al., 2007; Lellouch et al., 1998).116

Systematic monitoring by VEx instruments (since 2006) augments this record with117

measurements of key nightglow distributions (e.g., NO, O2) and vertical structure mea-118

surements needed to infer SS-AS and RSZ wind variations and any residuals (A. Brecht119

et al., 2011). For example, Visible and IR Thermal Imaging Spectrometer (VIRTIS) ob-120

servations address upper atmosphere dynamics by (1) measuring the 3-D temperatures121

and deriving the thermal wind fields (∼40− 90 km) (Piccialli et al., 2008, 2012), and122

(2) mapping the highly variable O2 IR nightglow distribution (e.g., Drossart et al., 2007;123

Gérard, Saglam, et al., 2008, 2009; Hueso et al., 2008; Piccioni et al., 2009; Soret et al.,124

2012, 2014) as a tracer of the wind system over ∼90 to 130 km. Also, Spectroscopy for125

Investigation of Characteristics of the Atmosphere of Venus (SPICAV) airglow (nadir126

and limb) observations of NO (190-270 nm) emissions were made and modeled (Gérard,127

Cox, et al., 2008, 2009; Collet et al., 2010; Stiepen et al., 2013). Nadir viewing enables128

NO nightglow maps to be constructed (Stiepen et al., 2013), confirming the pattern ob-129

served previously with PVO (Stewart et al., 1980). Furthermore, SPICAV provides re-130

peated measurements of vertical profiles of atmospheric density (and inferred temper-131

atures) over ∼80−150 km (nightside) via stellar occultations (e.g., Bertaux et al., 2007).132

These VEx datasets have been used to validate VTGCM simulations (A. Brecht et al.,133

2011, 2012; A. Brecht & Bougher, 2012; S. Bougher et al., 2015). In summary, depar-134

tures from this basic 2-component wind model (residuals) are becoming more apparent135

as ground-based and multiple VEx observations are combined with previous PVO mea-136

surements.137

138

Figure 1. The figure illustrates the implemented coupling approach. First, we use VTGCM

to simulate Venus’ ionosphere and thermosphere. Then, the calculated (1) density, bulk velocity,

and temperatures of the primary neutral species and (2) density of ions and electrons are passed

to AMPS for modeling the extended hot oxygen corona, which is the final result of the study

presented here.

3 Consistent Thermosphere/Ionosphere/Exosphere Model139

Here we describe the current state of the core modeling tools that we have used140

in this paper. The order of presenting the models repeats the order that the models are141

used in the actual simulations, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Hence, we start with the Venus142

Thermosphere General Circulation model (VTGCM) continuing with the Adaptive Mesh143

Particle Simulator (AMPS).144
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3.1 Venus Thermosphere General Circulation model (VTGCM)145

The Venus Thermosphere General Circulation Model (VTGCM) is a 3-D finite dif-146

ference hydrodynamic model of Venus’ upper atmosphere (S. Bougher et al., 1988) which147

is based on the National Center for Atmospheric Research terrestrial Thermospheric Gen-148

eral Circulation Model (TGCM). The VTGCM has been well documented in the liter-149

ature as it has been revised and improved over the last three decades. This section presents150

an overview of the model as implemented recently and used to interpret Venus Express151

datasets (e.g., A. Brecht et al., 2011, 2012; A. Brecht & Bougher, 2012; S. Bougher et152

al., 2015).153

The VTGCM solves the time-dependent Navier Stokes equations for the neutral154

upper atmosphere. The diagnostic equations (hydrostatic and continuity) are solved to155

provide geopotential and vertical motion fields. The prognostic equations (thermody-156

namic, eastward and northward momentum, composition) are solved for steady-state so-157

lutions for the temperature, zonal and meridional velocity, and the mass mixing ratios158

of specific species (e.g., O, CO, N2, CO2, O2, OH, N, NO, SO, SO2). The VTGCM model159

domain covers a 5◦×5◦ latitude-longitude grid, with 1/2-scale height evenly spaced log-160

pressure levels (69) in the vertical, extending from ∼ 70 to 300 km (∼ 70 to 200 km)161

at local noon (midnight). This altitude range captures the key dynamical processes con-162

tributing to the nightglow layers (i.e. NO, O2, OH), and ensures that wave propagation163

above the cloud tops can be addressed. The lower boundary of the VTGCM has recently164

been modified to include the self-consistent latitude and local time variation of temper-165

atures, zonal and meridional winds, plus heights near ∼69 km. This specification is in166

accord with current Venus lower atmosphere General Circulation Models (e.g., C. Lee167

& Richardson, 2010).168

The VTGCM ionosphere is calculated from direct photo-ionization of CO2 and O,169

producing CO+
2 and O+ initially. The reaction of CO+

2 with O produces O+
2 , directly.170

Alternatively, the reaction of O+ with CO2 ultimately (2-step) produces O+
2 as well. These171

photochemical reactions enable O+
2 to be produced and subsequently to dissociatively172

recombine, yielding the hot O atoms discussed in Section 3.2. This photochemical treat-173

ment is adequate to calculate the bulk of the hot O production (below 200 km) on the174

dayside. Nightside production of hot O is minimal by comparison and is neglected.175

The VTGCM includes fast parameterizations for CO2 15−µm cooling, infrared (IR)176

heating, and extreme ultraviolet (EUV) heating. The near-IR heating rate is incorpo-177

rated in the VTGCM using two offline simulated look-up tables (organized as a func-178

tion of pressure and SZA), and taken from Roldán et al. (2000) and Crisp (1986) for the179

upper and middle atmosphere, respectively. Reference CO2 15−µm cooling rates for a180

given temperature and composition profile are taken from Roldán et al. (2000). Subse-181

quently, local cooling rates are simulated for VTGCM temperatures and species abun-182

dances from these reference rates (S. Bougher et al., 1986). In addition, the VTGCM183

can capture the full range of EUV-UV flux conditions, yielding neutral heating, photo-184

dissociation and ionization rates. The corresponding ion-neutral reactions and rates be-185

ing used in the VTGCM are primarily taken from Fox and Sung (2001).186

Since sub-grid scale wave effects cannot be captured by the VTGCM directly, em-187

pirically based parameterizations are applied instead. For instance, wave drag is presently188

prescribed as Rayleigh friction within the VTGCM in order to mimic first order wave-189

drag effects on the mean flow (e.g., A. Brecht et al., 2011). However, detailed gravity wave190

momentum and energy deposition schemes are being tested for replacement of Rayleigh191

friction within the VTGCM code (Zalucha et al., 2013). In addition, the eddy diffusion192

coefficient is prescribed within the VTGCM using a standard aeronomical formulation193

and constrained using Pioneer Venus measurements (e.g., von Zahn et al., 1979; A. Brecht194

et al., 2011).195
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Historically, statistically averaged maps of nightglow emission distributions from196

Venus measurements during both Pioneer Venus and Venus Express (VEx) missions have197

provided constraints for the mean thermospheric circulation of the Venus upper atmo-198

sphere (e.g., S. Bougher et al., 2006). Specifically, 2-D maps of O2, NO, and OH night-199

glow emission distributions have been constructed and compared to climate maps of VT-200

GCM simulated nightglow distributions (e.g., A. Brecht et al., 2011; Parkinson et al.,201

2021). These comparisons have been used to study the time averaged behavior of both202

the sub-solar to anti-solar (SS-AS) and the super-rotating retrograde zonal (RSZ) com-203

ponents of the atmospheric circulation above the cloud tops. In addition, the Venus Ex-204

press mission has prompted the study of VTGCM climate model outputs of terminator205

temperature profiles for comparison with corresponding statistically averaged SOIR pro-206

files in 5-latitude bins (S. Bougher et al., 2015).207

However, it is noteworthy that the VTGCM thus far has largely been used as a cli-208

mate model. Nevertheless, the changing SS-AS and RSZ wind components of the real209

atmosphere provide significant variations of these densities, temperatures, and nightglow210

distributions over time. Additional tidal wave, planetary wave, and gravity wave formu-211

lations are presently being incorporated into the VTGCM framework to test the impacts212

of these waves (of various scales) on the time varying upper atmosphere circulation, cor-213

responding density and temperature structure, and changing nightglow distributions (A. S. Brecht214

et al., 2021).215

3.2 Adaptive Mesh Particle Simulator (AMPS)216

Important processes in tenuous atmospheres work on various energy and rate scales217

described with the Boltzmann equation. AMPS is a general-purpose multi-species ki-218

netic code for solving the Boltzmann equation using the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo219

(DSMC) method (Bird, 1994). Nowadays, DSMC is the de facto standard method in the220

broad rarefied gas community to provide useful solutions to the generalized collisional221

Boltzmann equation (Combi et al., 2004). The details of the code capabilities and im-222

plemented physics models are given in our recent paper by Tenishev et al. (2021, 2013).223

DSMC was first used to simulate the transition regime, where the mean free path224

of particles is too large for continuum hydrodynamics to be applicable. Simulation par-225

ticles move around within a grid, colliding with other particles and any solid objects. Macro-226

scopic properties (density, velocity and temperatures) are computed by appropriately av-227

eraging particle masses, locations, velocities, and internal energies. DSMC is based on228

the ’rarefied-gas’ assumption that over a short time interval or ’step’ the molecular mo-229

tion and the intermolecular collisions are uncoupled and can be calculated independently.230

Molecules move over the distances appropriate for this time step, affected by macroscopic231

forces (e.g., gravity, radiation pressure, or Lorentz force for charged particles) as neces-232

sary, followed by calculating a representative set of collisions. The time step needs to be233

smaller compared to the mean collision time.234

For this work, we adapted Mars’ oxygen corona application developed in AMPS235

that used in our previous studies for the case of Venus’ environment. That is possible236

because both Mars and Venus have similar mechanisms for producing and thermalizing237

energetic hot O. These previous Mars modeling are described in a series of papers by e.g.,238

Valeille, Tenishev, et al. (2009), Valeille, Combi, et al. (2009), and Y. Lee, Combi, Ten-239

ishev, Bougher, Deighan, et al. (2015).240

The parameters of the dissociative recombination reaction that was employed in241

this study are summarized in Table 1. The reaction rate constant in Eq. 1 was adapted242

from Mehr and Biondi (1969), which was also used in our previous investigation of Mars’243

hot O corona (e.g., Y. Lee, Combi, Tenishev, Bougher, & Lillis, 2015; Valeille et al., 2010).244
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O+
2 + e →



Reaction channel Excess energy Branching ratio

O(3P) + O(3P) 6.98 eV 0.22
O(3P) + O(1D) 5.02 eV 0.42
O(1D) + O(1D) 3.05 eV 0.31
O(1D) + O(1S) 0.83 eV 0.05

Table 1. O+
2 dissociative recombination channels, excess energies, and branching rations.

Adapted from Kella et al. (1997).

α =

1.95× 10−7
(

300
Te

)0.7
cm3s−1, 300 < Te < 1200K

7.39× 10−8
(
1200
Te

)0.56
cm3s−1, 1200 < Te < 5000K

(1)

Propagating in the thermosphere, the energetic hot O may experience collisions with245

atoms and molecules populating the ambient thermosphere, lose their energy and become246

thermalized before reaching the corona. Overlapping VTGCM and AMPS model sim-247

ulations are conducted (130 to 200 km). Extrapolation of CO2, O, N2, CO to higher al-248

titudes by the exponential method is used.249

The thermospheric wind has no significant direct effect on the ”hot” O distribu-250

tion. Among all simulated channels of O+
2 dissociative recombinations, the smallest ex-251

cess energy is 0.83 eV, which corresponds to a velocity of the newly created oxygen atoms252

of 9 km/s. Thermospheric wind does not exceed 200 m/s, which is much smaller than253

the velocity of energetic oxygen atoms. Therefore, collisions of the energetic oxygen atoms254

are mainly determined by their speed, not thermospheric winds. In our modeling, the255

newly created energetic oxygen atoms are created in the frame of reference that moves256

with the O+
2 bulk flow, which also accounts for the potential wind’s effect. However, the257

wind can affect the final dayside O+
2 distribution that is a source of the energetic oxy-258

gen atoms.259

Collisions of a hot energetic O with a thermal O from the ambient thermosphere260

can energize the latter sufficiently to reach the corona. This process is also accounted261

for in AMPS’ simulations. The energy that is transferred during collisions is highly de-262

pendent on both the total and angular differential scattering cross-sections. In work pre-263

sented here, we have used the forward scattering cross-sections by Kharchenko et al. (2000).264

We also have used these cross-sections in our studies of Mars’ oxygen corona (e.g., Y. Lee265

et al., 2018, 2020). The effect of producing secondary hot O is discussed by, e.g., Y. Lee,266

Combi, Tenishev, Bougher, and Lillis (2015).267

4 Results268

This section summarizes results of the study that we have presented here. The dis-269

tinctive feature of the presented modeling is that it combines modeling of Venus’ iono-270

sphere/thermosphere with kinetic modeling of the corona. Section 4.1 summarize the VTGCM271

simulations that were used as input for further modeling the hot oxygen corona. The de-272

tailed discussion of the variability of the corona that we have inferred from our model-273

ing is in section 4.2.274

4.1 Thermosphere and ionosphere input for solar maximum, moderate,275

and minimum conditions276

The VTGCM can capture the full range of EUV-UV flux conditions (see section277

3.1). For this paper, solar fluxes were specified, making use of the Solomon flux bins and278
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solar fluxes based upon the Hinteregger linear interpolation method, which makes use279

of the F10.7-cm index at Earth (e.g., Hinteregger et al., 1981; S. W. Bougher et al., 2002;280

A. S. Brecht et al., 2021). These fluxes (0.1 to 225.0-nm) are scaled to the Venus-sun dis-281

tance by multiplying by a factor of 1.914. Three F10.7-cm solar flux periods are chosen282

for VTGCM simulations presented in this paper: (a) solar minimum (early Venus Ex-283

press sampling) conditions, for which F10.7 = 70; (b) solar moderate (Magellan sampling)284

conditions, where F10.7 = 130; and (c) solar maximum (early Pioneer Venus sampling)285

conditions, for which F10.7 = 170 or 200. These calculations are illustrated in Figs. 2,286

3, and 4.287

Solar minimum

Solar moderate
Solar maximum

Figure 2. Thermal neutral oxygen distribution at a 200 km exobase for solar maximum,

moderate, and minimum cases. The contour values are in base ten log of the density in cm−3.

4.2 Structure and Solar Activity Variation of the Hot O Corona288

We have calculated the content of Venus’ hot oxygen corona for solar maximum,289

moderate, and minimum conditions. The ionosphere and thermosphere have been sim-290

ulated with the VTGCM model as described in Section 4.1. The results of that mod-291

eling was used in the study of hot O corona presented in the paper. The rate of injec-292

tion of the newly created energetic hot O and their velocity have been determined as sum-293

marized in Eq. 1 and Table 1. The interaction of hot O atoms with the background ther-294

mosphere was simulated using the forward scattering cross-section by Kharchenko et al.295

(2000). In the presented simulations, we also account for the secondary production of296

hot O atoms in collisions of existing hot O atoms with the background thermosphere.297

Gröller et al. (2012) showed that O+
2 , and thus the production of ”hot” O, peaks at 150298

km or so, whereas the CO2 density is only dominant below about 140 km. Hence, the299

interaction of ”hot” O with the CO2 population would not significantly contribute to the300

overall interaction of ”hot” O with the thermosphere and thus will not result in a sig-301

nificant change of ”hot” O densities.302
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Solar maximum
Solar moderate

Solar minimum

Figure 3. Neutral CO2 distribution at a 200 km exobase for solar maximum, moderate and

minimum cases. The contour values are in base ten log of the density in cm−3.

A model particle was considered thermalized and removed from the simulation if,
after a collision, the following criterion is met

vp < 2vth, (2)

where vp is the particle velocity after a collision, and vth is the mean thermal velocity303

of oxygen atoms at the particle’s location.304

Fig. 5 shows density of hot oxygen corona in a plane that (1) includes the planet’s305

center and (2) is normal to the ecliptic plane. The presented calculations were performed306

for solar maximum and minimum conditions to illustrate the range of the corona’s vari-307

ability. Our model results indicate that the hot O population density is mainly axially-308

symmetric around the sunward direction. One can see that though the overall topology309

of the corona does not change through the solar cycle, the density has a significant de-310

pendence on the solar conditions.311

For validation of the model results, we have compared the results of our simula-312

tions with the PVO observations of Venus’ extended oxygen corona in Fig. 7. The re-313

sults of our modeling for the appropriate solar maximum conditions are in good agree-314

ment with the PVO observations (Gröller et al., 2010). The oxygen density in the corona315

is significantly affected by the solar conditions, which explains non-detection of the oxy-316

gen corona from Venus Express.317

Thermal atomic oxygen dominates the overall atomic oxygen population at low al-318

titudes. Density of this thermal population drops with altitude faster than that of the319

energetic hot atomic oxygen. As a result, at the altitudes above 400 km, the non-thermal320

hot atomic oxygen dominates the overall oxygen population as presented in Fig. 6.321
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Solar maximum Solar moderate

Solar minimum

Figure 4. Neutral temperature (K) distribution at a 200 km exobase for solar maximum,

moderate and minimum cases. The maximum velocity vectors are as follows:solar maximum

(∼335 m/s), moderate (∼305 m/s) and minimum (∼280 m/s), corresponding to the VTGCM

cases in these three panels.

5 Summary322

This study investigated the variability of Venus’ extended hot oxygen corona over323

a solar cycle and compared the model results with PVO observations of the corona. The324

modeling was conducted using the Venus’ ionosphere/thermosphere model VTGCM and325

a kinetic model AMPS. Our model results are in good agreement with observations of326

”hot” O population performed with ultraviolet spectrometer (UVS) onboard PVO that327

was done by measuring the OI resonance triplet near 1304 Å (e.g., Nagy et al., 1981;328

Paxton & Meier, 1986). For this study, we have taken the data from Gröller et al. (2010).329

We have reproduced the PVO/UVS observations with our kinetic simulation of hot330

O transport in Venus’ thermosphere, exosphere and corona. We also found that account-331

ing for the forward scattering of energetic oxygen atoms when they collide with the ther-332

mal thermosphere population is needed. The latter is consistent with conclusions by, e.g.,333

Gröller et al. (2010).334

Our modeling suggests that density of the extended oxygen corona varies by a fac-335

tor of six during a solar cycle. That agrees with Gérard et al. (2017), who suggest that336

density at low solar activity during the Venus Express era was up to a factor of 5 smaller337

than that during solar maximum conditions at PVO observations.338

Neither ASPERA-4 nor SPICAV onboard Venus Express have confirmed PVO ob-339

servations (Gérard et al., 2017). The strong dependence of the oxygen density in the corona340

on the solar conditions suggested by our modeling is consistent with the non-detection341

of the oxygen corona from Venus Express (Lichtenegger et al., 2009). That makes the342

solar maximum most favorable for observing the oxygen corona of Venus.343
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Figure 5. Density of hot oxygen corona. The figure present a cut of the 3D simulation per-

formed for solar maximum and minimum cases. The solar moderate case is intermediate between

these two. The axis are defined as follow: X-axis is directed away from the Sun (X-axis points

toward the nightside), Y-axis is in the ecliptic plane, normal to X-direction and anti-parallel to

the planet’s velocity relative to the Sun. Z-axis is a cross product of X- and Y- axis.
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Figure 6. Vertical sub-solar density profiles of oxygen calculated with AMPS model (green)

and derived from the VTGCM model (red) for solar maximum and minimum conditions. One

can see that at altitudes above 400 km, energetic hot oxygen dominates the total oxygen popula-

tion both the solar minimum and maximum cases.
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Figure 7. Simulated altitude variation of ”hot” oxygen population. The lines show the solar

minimum, moderate and maximum model results. The dots are density of ”hot” oxygen atoms

derived from measurements of the OI resonance triplet near 1304 Å by the ultraviolet spectrom-

eter onboard PVO. The measurements were performed at solar maximum (Nagy et al., 1981;

Paxton & Meier, 1986). The data was adapted from Gröller et al. (2010).

6 Data Availability Statement344

Data in Figures 2-7 are available in the University of Michigan Deep Blue Data archive345

(collection https://doi.org/10.7302/x094-he85).346
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